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Suggestions in Feedback
taken up after DAC

(a) In BEC 212, Basic

Econometrics Repetition of
certain topics (Topics

mentioned in Unit I in

'Basic Econometrics'
offered in Semester lll are
already taught in 'Statistics
for Business and
Economics ll (BEC124)'

which is offered in
Semester ll).
(b) In BEc 216,
Intermediate
Economics, Certain topics
such as the Heckman
Sample S€lection model,
Seemingly Unrelated
Regression Estimation
(SURE) are very advanced
topics that are generally
taught at the PhD

coursework level. Even,
these topics are not
offered at Post Graduation
level both in India and

(a) The
following
topics are
deleted-
Probability
&
Probability
distributio
ns, Dummy
variables,
Logit and
Probit
models.
Instead th€
following is

added
Assumptio
ns of
Classical

Linear
Regression
Model,
Violations
of

Student

Employerc



a broad.
( c) In BEC 31, Economic
Modeling, Repetition of
topics (Most of the topics
mentioned in this course
are already taught in the
previous semesters in
different courses).The
topic that needs to be
deleted - Robinson- Crusoe
and Man Friday economy.
The Edgeworth-Bowley
box and the production
possibility curve, General
equilibrium theory
Market failure whereas the
following topics are
required to be added -
Data Base on Indian
Economy
NSS Unit level data
Macroeconomic Data and
sources

trS,

Detections,
and

Correction
s

(b) The topics
that are
deleted -
Heckman

Sample
5el€ction,
SURE

estimation
whereas
the topics
that are
added -
Logit
ModeL
Probit
Model

(c) The topic
that are
deleted -
Robinson-

Crusoe and
Man Friday
economy.
The

Edgeworth



box and
the
production
possibility

curve,
General
equilibrium
theory
Market
failure
whereas
the
following
topics are
added -
Data Base

on Indian
Economy,
NSS Unit
level data,
Macroecon
omk Data
and
sources

NOTE: Qu6tionnaires on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis points: Feedback Action Taken:

Indicate whether
incorporated in
Curriculum/Courcet tt oEL zLz, oasrc Ecnomerflcs ttepetation of certain topics Oopics

etrics'offered in Semester lll are
The following topics are deleted- probability &

Probability distributions, Dummy variables, Loeit
Yes, incorporated
in the

A



already taught in 'Statistics for Business and Economi;; GEaiIit, whk-h= i;
offered in Semester ll).

and Probit models. Instead the following are
added Assumptions of Classical Linear

Regression Model, Violations of assumptions,

2 In BEc 216,tntermediate Economics, Certain topiciiftE-i thEEiIian
E)

India and abroad.

The topics that are deleted - Heckman
Sample Selection, SUR[ estimation whereas
the topics are required - logit Model,
Probit Model

Y€s, incorporated
in the course

3 ln BEC 31, Economic Mode ing, nepetition of topiElM6st 6T-ihe topks-
mentioned in this course are already taught in the previous semesters in
different courses).The topic that needs to be deleted _ Robinson_ Crusoe
and Man Friday economy.
The Edgeworth-Bowley box and the production possibility curve, General
equilibrium theory
Market failure whereas the following topics are required to be added _ Data
Base on Indian Economv
NSS Unit level data
Macroeconomic Data and sources

The topics that are deleted - Robinson-
Crusoe and Man Friday economy. The
Edgeworth-Bowley box and the production
possibility curv€, General equilibrium theory,
Market failure wher€as the following topics
are add€d - Data Base on Indian Economy,
N55 Unit level data, Macroeconomic Data
and sources

Yes, incorporated
in th€ course
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